
From: The Desk of Mrs Amanda J Threadbone CEO 

11 December 2016

Dear Visitor

2016 has been a challenging year for both for The Threadbone Corporation and for me personally.  
Our continued progress, corporate penetration of areas hitherto unreached and mounting 
excitement at the many opportunities and challenges opening up before us, has inevitably taken its 
toll.  I am a woman of sound body and mind but we all have limits.

2017 will mark the 12th Anniversary of the death of Professor Thrupiece and the 10th Anniversary 
of the loss of my late husband Mr Threadbone.  Mr Threadbone was, as his great friend and chief 
Scout Bill Strangely-Odd once said “brilliant with a motorised mini-tractor but pretty much useless 
at everything else” - a tribute which never fails to move me, capturing as it does the essence of the 
man.  Over the last 10 years I have striven to run a complex multi-national in the spirit in which 
these disputably great men would have wanted.  Whether I have succeeded or not is a matter for 
others - and posterity - to decide.

Arising from my slumbers on the morning after I had - for the seventh consecutive year - switched 
on the Goldmanstone Christmas Festival Lights, I realised that even the strongest amongst us 
must face facts.  A further recent blow - my PA’s father’s minder was diagnosed with a severe case 
of labium inferius infirmum - has convinced me that I must withdraw from the public gaze at least 
for a period and I hope you will understand why I have taken this difficult decision.

It remains only for me to thank you for your support for the various organisations of which I am 
privileged to be CEO, Life President, CFO etc etc and to wish you the merriest of Christmases.

Sincerely

Amanda J Threadbone

The Threadbone Corporation 
The Mall 
Great Heaving 
West Lulworth, UK 

E: amanda@thethreadbonecorporation.com 
T: +44 (0)1929 400000


